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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Jonatronix
(illustrator). 215 x 156 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. In Tiger x 4, Tiger tries to fix the
ship s fabricator, accidently creating three copies of himself! Can the micro-friends turn the disaster
to their advantage when the Krools attack? Our heroes land on Planet Akwa and meet some of the
local aliens but not all of them are friendly. Find out what happens in The Sands of Akwa. In Holo-
board Havoc, Cat saves Tiger from a holo-board disaster, but there is yet more trouble waiting for
them when they land! In Ant s Pact, Ant makes a deal with the Akwans. But will the micro-friends be
able to keep their side of the bargain? Will Max, Ant and Nok be able to save a baby Raptiss and
strike a deal with the terrifying creatures? Find out in The Screams of the Raptiss. In The Secret
Whirlpool, Max, Ant and Nok go deep inside a huge crater to find the first fragment of Exis. But will
they be able to get it? Each book comes with notes on the inside front and back covers for teachers,
TAs...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is worth getting. it absolutely was writtern very completely and useful. I am quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Ar ia ne Ra u-- Ar ia ne Ra u

I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .
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